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Comfortable Accommodation for the Whole Family

Step into this perfectly furnished holiday home in Park Solassi and enjoy the comfort and conveniences it offers. The
living room features a cozy seating area and a dining area where you can enjoy delicious meals together. The fully
equipped kitchen includes a dishwasher and a microwave, making it effortless to prepare your favorite dishes. The
bathroom is modern and equipped with a bathtub, a shower, and a separate toilet.

The house boasts three bedrooms: one with a double bed and two with single beds each. Large windows provide
plenty of natural light and stunning views of the green surroundings. Outside, you&#39;ll find a terrace with a
garden, fenced off for the safety of your dog and children. Additionally, there&#39;s a garden dining set with an
umbrella, perfect for enjoyable outdoor meals or relaxing afternoons in the sun.
Holiday Park Sollasi

This location is the most famous flower region in Holland, the &#39;Bollenstreek&#39;. Here you can make beautiful
cycling tours through flowering tulip fields and visit pretty little villages. The forests, the dunes and the North Sea
beach are only a few minutes away by bike.

Bicycles, children&#39;s bicycles and child seats can be rented at the reception.

You can store your own bicycles in the shed at your holiday home. At the campingsite you can get fresh bread rolls
in the morning.

There are two different restaurants at the holiday park where you can enjoy your breakfast, a cup of coffee or tea,
delicious lunches or dinner. The MAMA is an Italian restaurant and is located directly in the bungalow park.
The Como & Co restaurant is located directly on the lake. Here you can rent kayaks and rowing boats. 
The holiday park has a lot to offer for both young and old. You can play petanque or tennis. Children can play on the
many playgrounds. At the lake you will find cosy beaches and sunbathing lawns for extensive sunbathing.

There is a horse farm about 300 metres away. You can stable your own horse there during your stay. The horse farm
borders the dune area &#39;Hollands Duin&#39;. From here you can take beautiful rides through the dunes of
Noordwijk and Noordwijkerhout.

In short, an abundance of possibilities for the whole family!

Enjoy Beach Activities

The holiday home is just 2500 meters from the beach, where you can enjoy a variety of beach activities. Take long
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walks along the coast, build sandcastles with the children, or take a refreshing swim in the sea. For the more
adventurous, there are plenty of water sports options such as surfing, kite surfing, and stand-up paddling.

In the evenings, unwind at one of the beach pavilions and enjoy a drink while watching the sun set over the sea. The
beach of Noordwijkerhout is renowned for its clean sand and clear water, making it an ideal spot for a perfect beach
vacation.
Book Your Dream Vacation Now

Our holiday home at Park Solassi provides everything you need for an unforgettable beach vacation. With its
comfortable amenities, stunning surroundings, and diverse activities, it&#39;s the perfect place to relax and enjoy.
Don&#39;t wait any longer&mdash;book your stay today. We look forward to welcoming you for a fantastic holiday!
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